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T H E  f u N D u q s 
O f  D A M A s C u s 
s E E N B y  f R A N k -
I s H  N O T A R I E s 
A N D M E R C H A N T s
Francisco Apellániz

Syria was a region much frequented by 
merchants and both travelogues and 
their Renaissance publishers usually ex-
cluded it from their accounts. However, 
there is extensive Late Medieval travel 
literature on journeys to Egypt and Syria 
thanks to the texts left by the pilgrims 
who went to the Holy Sepulchre. In the 
following pages, I will attempt to offer 
new information from atypical travellers, 
such as Latin notaries public, on the 
structures hosting European merchants 
in cities like Alexandria and, above all, 
Damascus.  

The Venetian government provided 
its consuls in far-off lands with a cleric 
who worked as priest and notary public. 
Dozens of records from these notaries 
have come down to us in the archives of 
Venice, including hundreds of official 
documents drawn up in Syria and 
Egypt, regions governed by the Mamluk 
sultans  (1251-1517)  and  largely dating 
from the period between 1360 and 1460. 

As well as businessmen, travellers appear 
in their pages, such as Ghinazzone da 
Siena and the merchant Beltramo Mig-
nanelli,  who  wrote  about  the  Middle 
East and Asia and travelled to the 
Persian Gulf.1 

Scholars have concerned themselves 
with references to funduqs (residences 
with attached warehouses) and other 
places made by notaries public in dating 
their documents, hence reporting plenty 
of detail relating to the buildings of the 
various “nations” in Egypt. In Ale-
xandria there were funduqs for the Nea-
politans and the Crown of Anjou, those 
of Ancona, Florence, Genoa, France 
(and, depending on the period, also of 
Montpellier and Avignon), Catalonia, 
Rhodes and Cyprus.2 This has  led to  a  
view of  the  city  according to which the 
Islamic authorities grouped Europeans 
into political communities and closed 
merchants and travellers off during 
festivities and at night. These  funduqs, 
which belonged to the sultans, therefore 
appear as places where foreigners were 
supervised, their mobility controlled and 
where exchanges with the infidels were 
structured.3 The funduq was the trading 
place par excellence and the current 
interest in cultural exchange has focused 
even  more attention on them. In fact, as 
we will see, a systematic study of the 
mentions made by Venetian notaries 
invites us to  rethink  rigid  views of the 
functions of these spaces, the agents 
involved, and the kind of control they 
exerted on the exchanges.4

Both the Latin notaries public and 
the Syrian chroniclers of the 15th centu-
ry, on which we will base ourselves, use 
rich but often ambiguous terminology.   
The former wrote in Italianised Latin 
impregnated with Venetian, transcribed 
documents in Catalan and other langua-
ges, and Latinised Arab words. Despite 
the fact that they left almost no personal 
testimony other than their notarial de-
eds, some reveal an academic knowledge 
of Arabic, and they undoubtedly spoke it

Both of them – notaries public and chro-
niclers – referred to those places as qay-
sariyyas (capsaria in the notary’s Latin), 
and sometimes, although not so often, as 
funduq (fonticum), which they used to 
refer to buildings providing accommo-
dation and warehouses for valuable 
goods. The popular variant in Damascus   
of this same word, khan, became canis 
and, sometimes, canum in the notary’s 
Latin. The Franks used the word “ba-
zaar” (bazaro) to refer to the place where 
many of them lived in Damascus, al-
though they also stroke business deals 
there. The term, of Persian origin, was 
unknown in the Arabic texts of the 
period (in modern Syrian it evokes the 
idea of a second-hand market or flea 
market rather than an urban souq). One 
notary also uses seraglio as a synonym for 
bazaar. The word, which was also not 
used in medieval Syria, may have arisen 
through polygenesis, as it is based both 
on the Persian sarai and the Latin serra-
culum. The local word to refer to this ba-
zaro was probably suwaiqa, or “small 
souq” which appears in the chronicles. 

Most of the official documents in 
Alexandria were written in the funduqs, 
particularly in the two available to the 
Venetians, a configuration already men-
tioned by one of the oldest notary’s 
records in 1357.5 Despite this, the clerics 
went where their clients asked them to  
and some official documents were drawn  
up “in via publica”. In exceptional situa-
tions,  and  when  they  had  to draw up 
an important official document, the no-
taries public had access to places that 
would otherwise be unknown to us. For 
example, the Venetian priest Niccolò 
Turiano placed himself at the orders of 
the Florentine consul, who was investi-
gating certain debts left by a merchant 
who died in Cairo. The investigation 
required the testimony of the dragoman 
Feres, the Sultan’s  official translator.  As 
the notary public and the consul knew 
he was passing through Alexandria, they 
went to find him. This circumstance  led 
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the Venetian notary public to draw up 
what is probably a unique official docu- 
ment among thousands in an unknown 
“Dalmatian funduq” which was also pro- 
bably in the “street of the Maghrebis” (“in 
fontico delmati posito in carusio magabrinorum”).6 

On 20 November 1405, the notary public 
Antonio Vatazio drew up a power of 
attorney for the Venetian Jew Sabbatay 
Capsali in favour of Salomon Anatoli in a 
“funduq of the Jews”.7 Although they are 
much less reliable than that the references 
included in the notarial deeds, other trave- 
lers make sporadic mentions of a “funduq 
of Crete” (under Venetian control) and an- 
other for Constantinople.8 

Written outside the large emporia of 
the ‘nations’, and although they may 
seem insignificant compared to the do- 
zens of official documents produced 
within the funduqs, these official docu- 
ments suggest that we have perhaps 
placed too much importance on a model 
of an establishment belonging to the sul- 
tans and granted according to capitu- 
lations and treaties. In Alexandria there 
are not only markets associated with 
North Africans, Jews and other groups 
that did not form political communities, 
there are also exchanges for Franks – the 
Dalmatians – not belonging to the “na- 
tions”. The official documents preserved 
from between 1361 and 1363 mention 
many private houses and funduqs, sug- 
gesting that the rigid conditions for 
closing off nations were a reaction to the 
Crusade of 1365 with little effect outside 
Alexandria.9 In 1435, the debts a Pisan 
had contracted with several Muslims lead 
to the resignation of the consul, the 
Florentine Francesco Mannelli. The no- 
tary examines the contracts in Arabic and 
draws up an official document in another 
hitherto unknown funduq known as the 
“Turks’ funduq” (“in fontico turchorum”).10 

Unlike their colleagues in Alexan- 
dria, the notaries public of Damascus 
drew up official documents anywhere 
deals were done, or disputes arbitrated. 
Damascus notaries public often went to 

shops and barbers’ establishments, although 
also to markets or qaysariyyas and funduqs. 
They went to many private residences, 
belonging both to consuls and great 
Venetian and Genoese merchants. Religion 
was no obstacle to drawing up official 
documents, which they concluded in places 
such as the office of a Jewish moneychanger 
(“pro medium ypotecha azedini iudei campsatorus”) 
or the houses of Arab merchants like Shams 
al-Din Ibn al-Muzalliq (1353-1444).11 Some 
notaries public worked with Mamluk offi- 
cials who were resolving disputes between 
Arabs and Franks, and some official 
documents are dated in the commercial 
courts. The notary public Nicolo Venier 
describes the Hajib court, a wooden 
plattform built in front of the Emir’s house, 
where he heard the parties to disputes and 
issued decisions.12 

The records complete what the Ara- 
bic sources tell us about the topography 
of the city with hitherto unknown infor- 
mation, and, above all, they offer us an- 
other way of understanding the Sulta- 
nate’s places of commerce and its parti- 
cular way of hosting foreigners and mer- 
chants. While they were not exclusive in 
Alexandria, in Damascus the funduqs ne- 
ver followed the model of spaces granted 
to “nations” through capitulations and 
treaties. The use made of them by the 
Franks reflect greater integration into the 
city, as they not only provided ac- 
commodation, they also belonged to in- 
dividual merchants or were linked to 
guilds and trades, and they often appear 
associated with other structures. 

In the Mamluk khans, the Franks not 
only had residences and warehouses, but 
also chapels, taverns and notaries’ offices, 
and these are mentioned by the Arab 
chroniclers in connection with fires, thefts 
and everyday disorder. Inevitably, mer- 
chants died there, and this meant the 
notary public had to draw up a post mortem 
inventory in situ, which is where most of 
the references appear. If we concentrate 
on the mentions for buildings providing 
residences  and  hostels  for Franks, we ob- 

tain the image of a new business zone to 
the north west of the Medina, outside the 
walls and the Bab al-Faraj gate, promo- 
ted by the sultans Sayf-ad-Din Barquq 
(1382-1399), al-Mu’ayyad Shaykh (1412- 
1421) and Sayf-ad-Din Barsbay (1422- 
1437). The urban development of this 
area reflects the interest of the Circassian 
sultans (1382-1517) in capturing global 
trade and attracting European capital. 

A Damascus chronicler mentions the 
rope-makers’ funduq among the places 
where the Franks lived and kept their 
merchandise. In March 1396, the notary 
public Francesco Novello went to this ca- 
nis cordarum to draw up the will of a Frank 
who had been living there. In a subse- 
quent one, he informs us that the Geno- 
ese had a chapel in the funduq. The term 
leaves no room for doubt, as the official 
document takes oaths from several Geno- 
ese people before a Franciscan monk. We 
would say that the building has passed 
from being associated with a local guild 
into Genoese hands. Similarly, judging 
from the chapel, it seems improbable that 
it is shared with non-Genoese, or at least 
with non-Christians. The “Muslim” khans 
of Damascus also include oratories.13 

Despite this, the building burned down 
just two months later, on 5 May, in the 
first of several fires that devastated the 
whole area, bitterly described by Ibn 
Sasra, Ibn Qadi Suhba and Ibn Furat, all 
in very similar terms.14 The funduqs of the 
silk, cotton, soap and flour merchants 
were burned down, together with many 
others, including the Khan al-Habbalin 
(our rope-makers’ khan) and another 
unknown funduq referred to as that of Ibn 
Bani “where the Franks stay”. The texts 
coincide that the Franks lived in certain 
buildings in the area around Bab al-Faraj 
and the al-Bizuriyya souq. Some add that 
they are guilty of starting the fire. The fire 
caused death (women, children) and huge 
losses among the Damascene merchants, 
as some large khans used exclusively as 
warehouses disappeared. The notary pu- 
blic Novello does not mention the Khan 
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al-Habbalin again and, in fact, he does 
not work again until almost the summer. 
As well as the Khan al-Habbalin, other 
places mentioned by this clerk before the 
fire include the canis Mariani, where the 
Genoese live.15 This khan is probably one 
of the markets associated with the 
neighbouring Church of Mary (kanisat 
Maryam) which Ibn Furat mentions as 
one of the buildings falling victim to the 
fire. 

After the fire, Francesco Novello be- 
gan working in the “New Khan” (“in cane 
novo”), with two official documents dated 
between June and July 1396 referring to 
Provençals and merchants from Langue- 
doc, some of whom were living there.16 

This khan interests us because it repre- 
sents the fulcrum of the business district 
that would emerge around Bab al-Faraj: 
an area  that  would  continue  to  be 
marked by commercial activities asso- 
ciated with foreigners. According to a 
letter written by Beltramo Mignanelli 
from Damascus, Catalans, Genoese and 
Venetians “are more numerous than ever 
in the last twenty-five years”.17 Although 
the building continued to be called the 
New Khan for many years, it is definitely 
the same khan built by the sultan then in 
power: al-Zahir Barquq. The founder of 
the dynasty, a Sultan who had to deal 
with countless attempts to depose him, 
Barquq was a “friend of the Franks” or, 
rather, his policy involved a financial 
alliance with the European merchants 
and the capital they invested. The al- 
Zahir Khan is mentioned in this area of 
Damascus in 1384 and in a document of 
great topographical value: a description 
of Waqf goods from 1430. The French 
traveller Bertrandon de la Broquière 
mentions Barquq’s Khan as one of the 
places the Franks used to stay. The khan 
has an small market annex (suwaiqa), to 
which we will return, as, during the 15th 

century, an adjacent building is 
mentioned as the “Franks’ bazaar”. 

The same year a second fire destroyed 
the area outside Bab al-Faraj, although 

the sparks leapt over the wall and once 
again burned the intra muros district 
between the gate area and as far as the 
Umayyad Mosque. However, Barquq’s 
Khan survived and, if it was not 
attracting Franks before the fire it cer- 
tainly was afterwards. The cane novo 
sultani thereby became the refuge of the 
spice merchants in a devastated area, the 
victim of two fires in 1396 which, 
according to Ibn Qadi Suhba, lit up the 
city like a night with a full moon. This 
was the situation in the last few years of 
Barquq’s reign, but when the Sultan died 
a worse calamity befell Damascus. In 
1401, Tamerlane’s army besieged the city, 
as Mignanelli bitterly explains in his De 
Ruina Damasci. In the same place 
there was a third fire, probably the worst 
of all and certainly the one most talked 
about because, as it destroyed holy 
places like the Umayyad Mosque, it was 
traumatic even for the perpetrators. 
Nevertheless, Barquq’s Khan was saved 
once more, generating legends about its 
construction. The French traveller De la 
Broquière declared that the funduq was 
respected by Timur in person, out of 
respect for Barquq, who, in life, was able 
to defend his land from his enemies. 

Il y a en ceste ville de Damas une mai- 
son où pluseurs marchans mettent 
leurs marchandises pour estre seure- 
ment, et l’appelle on le Kan Berkoc la 
quelle le dict Tamburlant fist garder, 
quant il fist bruler le demourant, pour 
honneur de celluy Berkoc.18

 

However, when the inevitable re- 
construction begins its course under al- 
Mu’ayyad, the Sultan chose this area to 
express the fortune of the new  regime and 
its partners. During his reign the 
destroyed area was considerably rebuilt. 
Many new schemes also tended to avoid 
the inside of the Medina. A Mamluk ac- 
quired by Sultan Barquq at the age  of nine 
and an heir to his political project, al-
Mu’ayyad was governor of Damascus for 
ten years, during which he left his

mark on the city’s architecture, founding 
markets and residences for traders in the 
area or incorporating them into his 
property. The suburb beyond the walls 
continued to grow under Sultan Bars- 
bay, who included a new khan, shops 
and markets outside Bab al-Faraj among 
his waqf properties.19 

Now in the Shaykh era, the notary 
public Giacomo dalla Torre mentions a 
canum tenem in an official document from 
1412. We do not know how often Euro- 
peans used to go there, although it is the 
place chosen by a renegade Genoese – 
now the Sultan’s chief interpreter – to 
make a statement on a legal matter.20 This 
qaysariyya of Tanim, mentioned by Ibn 
al-Himsi, is in the same business area, near 
al-Bizuriyya market and the Great 
Mosque, and it survived the calamities of 
the beginning of the century. At the end 
of the century, according to Ibn al-Himsi, 
the porter’s wife caused another violent 
fire in the area, when she was cooking on 
the flat  roof  one Friday in  1497. The 
roofs of neighbouring buildings caught 
fire and the blaze spread, causing panic 
among the faithful attending the Friday 
khutba in the Umayyad Mosque.21 The 
chroniclers tell us bitterly of the loss of 
money and cloth due to these fires, 
indignantly describing the looting that 
occurred after the fire, sometimes 
perpetrated by Mamluk recruits, who not 
only attacked the burned buildings but 
also stripped warehouses untouched by 
the fire. People slept on the flat roofs of 
the buildings, something that cost many 
of them their lives and also appears to 
have caused the start of many fires. 

It is difficult to be sure about the 
boundaries of this business quarter, 
although it is clear that it includes the 
bazario francorum, which is mentioned as a 
separate place, adjoining Barquq’s 
Khan, after 1413.22 Meanwhile, since the 
1420s, the scribes point out that the 
khan in question, where “there is the 
bazaar” or market of the Franks, belongs 
“to the sultan”, probably forming part 
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of the khass or royal property. At the end of 
the century Ibn al-Himsi also uses the 
name “sultan’s new khan”, which con- 
firms that this is Barquq’s Khan which has 
maintained this name among Arabs and 
Franks for a century. While the bazaar 
maintained its function as a residence for 
foreigners throughout the century, Mus- 
lims also stayed in the attached khan, such 
as a soldier passing through Damascus and 
his Ethiopian slave in 1482.23 Contrary to 
what has been said, al-Mu’ayyad did not 
build the New Khan, although the many 
references to this building made by the 
notary public Niccolò Venier between 1417-
1419 may have led to errors in this 
respect.24 However, the “Franks’ bazaar” 
does seem to date from al-Mu’ayyad’s 
period as local governor. It should perhaps 
be identified with the suwayqa or even a 
certain “suwayqa of the qadi”: a market in 
the form of a street mentioned in Barsbay’s 
official waqf document and by the 
chroniclers.25 

However, Al-Mu’ayyad acquired an 
exceptional building near Barquq’s Khan: 
the Emerald House (Ar. Dar al- 
Zumurrud), with a vestibule alternating 
yellow and black stones and from which 
hung stalactite work. It had two large 
open rooms as iwans separated by a 
courtyard with a pool and nine residences 
on the main floor, although four 
independent warehouses had been built 
on the ground floor. Al-Mu’ayyad endo- 
wed the  house  to  his  waqf  goods: 
inalienable properties which, together 
with other commercial buildings around 
Bab al-Faraj, were used to maintain the 
ruler’s pious foundation. The Dar al- 
Zumurrud, one of the former residences 
of Tankiz, a former governor of Damas- 
cus (1312-1340), was valued at 270,000 
dirhems in its day, in the document 
establishing al-Mu’ayyad’s waqf pro- 
perties. It was associated with serving the 
Franks’ residence.26 It was a luxury 
residence and, while firstly it provided a 
clear benefit for the religious foundation, 
it also removed the stain represented by 

the presence of infidels in the city in the 
eyes of many Muslims. We know the 
Emerald House was near to another 
palace, the Golden House or Dar al- 
dahab, also build by Tankiz, although that 
one was worth more than twice as much: 
600,000 dirhems. The dwelling impressed 
the Venetian notary Cristoforo del Fiore, 
usually reluctant to give detailed 
descriptions and who produced two deeds 
in June 1463. Although it continued to be a 
residence for military elites, the palace also 
accommodated Venetian businessmen (“in 
domo habitationis viri providi ser Antonii de Ubertis 
[…] que domus in ydiomate arabico nuncupatur 
dar eldeeb”).27 

A very considerable series of 
documents shows us that, for several 
generations, merchants from many 
places shared a residential area formed 
by both the New Khan and the Franks’ 
bazaar. The  place  has  many  different 
names and it seems that the notaries 
public could not find the right word. 
The two spaces are contiguous, as 
shown by some of the formulas used by 
the clerks to date their official 
documents “in chane novo Soldani prope 
bazarium Franchorum; in chane novo soldani in 
quo morantur mercatores franchi”, etc.28 

Cristoforo del Fiore mentions it in his 
records for the years 1454-1457 and 
1460-1463, calling it the “seraglio”. In 
this space, the consul had his residence 
and, inside, the notary public had his 
alcove and chancery. On one occasion 
an official document is dated “in our 
seraglio, that is, bazaar” (“in seralea nostra 
sive bazaro”).29 As well as the seraglio, del 
Fiore mentions a chapel known as Saint 
Mark of the Venetians which, however, 
does not seem to have belonged to any 
funduq.30 The impression is given that it 
is a closed place, as evoked by the Italian 
word seraglio: probably an enclosed 
street, as we know from the descriptions 
of the common night-time burglaries on 
markets during the Mamluk period. We 
know that a department called 
mu’ammariyya  reconstructed  the  burned 

down khans, probably recovering the 
ground floors covered with stone vaults 
and resistant to fire. In fact, some 
Mamluk  decoration  remains in the lower 
parts of later khans.31 

The bazaar survived the fire of 
November 1489, mentioned by Ibn 
Tulun and al-Busrawi, that spread to the 
neighbouring buildings: the former calls it 
Qaysariya al-Franj and the second simply 
“accommodation (masakin) of the 
Franks”.32 Shortly beforehand, in June 
1489, the sultan’s New Khan had burned 
down, according to Ibn al-Himsi, in 
the worst fire of the end of the century 
that destroyed mosques, baths, shops, 
loggias, alcoves and souqs like the qadi’s 
suwayqa. It destroyed a great deal of 
property, killed children and baggage 
animals and ended in looting.33 

Finally, there were other places  in the 
Bab al-Faraj suburb frequented by 
travellers and traders, almost invariably 
called qaysariyyas, which belong to great 
merchants associated with the sultan. 
These are the inns of Ibn al-Sabuni, al- 
Iscardi, Ibn al-Hara, and,  above  all, Banu 
Muzalliq, all known by the title of khawaja 
and who represented the sultan’s 
commercial interests. In about 1490 the 
New Khan itself even became known as 
Ibn Dulama’s Khan - another Khawaja 
Merchant - and who probably managed 
it. Shams al-din Ibn al-Muzallliq, who 
financed al-Mu’ayyad’s arrival in power 
and whose house had already appeared 
in notary’s documents in 1413, built his 
qaysariyya near the New Khan, with a 
clock decorating the gate. The building, 
which according to the references must 
have been impressive, formed part of a 
network of funduqs the family built 
between Syria and Egypt.34 Affected by 
the 1489 fire, the building suffered a 
burglary organised by a gang consisting 
of Franks and Mamluk recruits  (which did 
not exclude a possible European origin), 
perhaps taking advantage of a weakness in 
the structure. The thieves entered the 
building taking advantage of
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the proximity of the “Franks’ houses” and 
stole a real fortune: 4,000 dinars. There 
was an investigation, with arrests and 
torture among the Franks, which led to 
the sultan’s intervention in favour of the 
foreigners.35 

The final reference to this building – 
and it was a significant one – comes from 
a will drawn up in Damascus in 1491. 
Pietro Spiera, a Venetian with very 
considerable interests, above all in 
diamonds, mentions some goods he is 
leaving in the “can del muselaco” 
undoubtedly Ibn Muzalliq’s Khan. 
Spiera’s trade – ranging from Asian gems 
to pearls from the Indian Ocean – and 
the interests linking him to the Venetians 
of Lisbon, tell us of the building’s role in 
the period of the opening up of new 
global     routes.36 In addition to 
accommodation, these qaysariyyas of the 
great Arab merchants offered secure 
warehouses on the ground floor, 
attracting many European merchants 
referred to as “jewellers” by the notaries. 
A merchant who died in 1455 in the 
qaysariyya of Khawaja Ibn al-Hara sublet 
his room from a Venetian, so that he 
could have a secure place for the pearls, 
golden jewels, diamonds, rubies and large 
quantities of cash mentioned in his post 
mortem inventory.37 

Throughout the 15th century, Syria 
confirmed itself as the crossroads of the 
silk and spice routes and the number of 
commercial buildings – of which those 
frequented by the Franks represented only 
a small fraction – multiplied.38 Yet the 
khan-bazaar complex remained an 
important symbol of the  Circassian sultans’ 
power, together with other structures 
financed by men close to the regime. The 
complex, which showed monumental 
elements such as the room above the gate 
mentioned in the official documents,39 

reflected the sultans’ protection of the 
Franks and the importance they placed on 
the spice trade. The expansion of Bab al-
Faraj, with new sultans’ khans, and  the  
endowment of  the

sovereigns’ pious legacies with funduqs and 
souqs linked the cosmopolitan presence of 
travellers and traders to the legitimacy of 
the Cairo sultan and symbolically 
counteracted the  Syrian elites. In cities like 
Damascus, and, to a point, Alexandria, the 
gates of the funduq did not “separate two 
worlds that knew nothing of one 
another”,40 nor did they serve to classify 
identities and control presences. The 
funduqs joined hospitality and commercial 
exchange to the image of a just, 
cosmopolitan Islamic ruler.41 
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